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NORFIN III LAYERS
PROTECTION SYSTEM

NORFIN LAYER SYSTEM
When you are fishing and it is probably the catch of your lifetime, we don’t want even the smallest inconvenience to 
ruin it. That’s why we make practical and functional clothing for anglers which will keep you warm in all conditions. 
Fishing can be a combination of active movement or long and patient waiting, so the clothing must be also universal 
or suitable for the activity. NORFIN clothing can be divided in layers with different functions – all this we call NORFIN 
LAYER SYSTEM. 

	 BASE	LAYER	– transfers moisture from the body

	 INSULATION	LAYER	– ensures warmth and insulation and at the same time doesn’t restrict your movement

	 PROTECTIVE	LAYER	–	protects from weather, rain and wind
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WINTER SUIT ELEMENT FLT
Durable and reliable NORTEX BREATHABLE winter suit featuring 160 g THERMOGUARD insulation 
to protect from the cold and wind. Built in flotation assist by Norfin FLT provides excellent floating 
capabilities in a lightweight manner. Quick-drain technology on parka hems & bib cuffs allows water to 
rapidly escape the garment. Superior design allows for free movement during active fishing situations 
and ensuring warmth in temperatures down to -5°F

Jacket Features:
‣ Spacious interior and exterior pockets – zippered and Velcro
‣ Elastic inner cuffs
‣ Adjustable outer cuffs
‣ Adjustable, removable hood
‣ High collar with fleece lining
‣ Waist drawstring
‣ Two-way open-end zipper with protective flap
‣ Fast Drain hem & sleeves
‣ Glued seams

Bib Features:
‣ Adjustable suspenders
‣ Long side zippers with flaps
‣ Spacious exterior pockets
‣ Zipper fastener with protective flaps on legs
‣ YKK two-way open-end zipper with protective flap
‣ Glued seams

4000
BREATHABLE

THERMO
GUARD

6000
WATERPROOF-5OFFISHING

 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

439501-S jacket and bib
439502-M jacket and bib
439503-L jacket and bib
439504-XL jacket and bib
439505-XXL jacket and bib
439506-XXXL jacket and bib
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WINTER SUIT ELEMENT + FLT
Durable and reliable NORTEX BREATHABLE winter suit featuring 180 g THERMOGUARD insulation 
to protect from the cold and wind. Built in flotation assist by Norfin FLT provides excellent floating 
capabilities in a lightweight manner, while Quick-drain technology on parka hems & bib cuffs allows 
water to rapidly escape the garment. Superior design allows for free movement during active fishing 
situations and ensuring warmth in temperatures down to -20°F

Jacket Features:
‣ Spacious interior and exterior pockets – zippered and Velcro
‣ Elastic inner cuffs
‣ Adjustable outer cuffs
‣ Adjustable, removable hood
‣ High collar with fleece lining
‣ Waist drawstring
‣ Two-way open-end zipper with protective flap
‣ Fast Drain hem & sleeves
‣ Glued seams

Bib Features:
‣ Adjustable suspenders
‣ Long side zippers with flaps
‣ Spacious exterior pockets
‣ Zipper fastener with protective flaps on legs
‣ YKK two-way open-end zipper with protective flap
‣ Fast Drain hem
‣ Glued seams

 

4000
BREATHABLE

THERMO
GUARD

6000
WATERPROOF-20OFFISHING

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

448501-S jacket and bib
448502-M jacket and bib
448503-L jacket and bib
448504-XL jacket and bib
448505-XXL jacket and bib
448506-XXXL jacket and bib
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PARKA EXPLORER CAMO FLT
The Explorer Camo Heat Float suit is made of high quality, breathable and waterproof material, known 
as NORTEX BREATHABLE featuring HOLLOFIL insulation to protect from the cold and wind. Built in 
flotation assist by Norfin FLT provides excellent floating capabilities in a lightweight manner. Quick-drain 
technology on parka hems & bib cuffs allows water to rapidly escape the garment. Bibs features built-in 
battery-operated Heat System. Suit is designed to withstand the harshest elements nature can throw at 
you. The Explorer 2 will keep you warm at temperatures as low as -35°F. Designed for ice fishing, but it’s 
perfectly suitable for other winter activities like hunting & snowmobiling.

Jacket Features:
‣ Two-way YKKzipper with protective flap
‣ Adjustable & Removable hood
‣ Drawstring to tighten the jacket’s waist and lower part
‣ Handy inside and outside pockets
‣ Two pockets with waterproof zippers
‣ Warm cell phone pocket
‣ Adjustable outer sleeve cuff’s
‣ Hand warming pockets
‣ Reinforced shoulder and elbow areas
‣ Fast Drain hem & sleeves
‣ Reflective security patches
‣ Glued seams

Explorer 2 Camo FLT

 

8000
BREATHABLE

10 000
WATERPROOF-35OFSNOWMOBILEFISHING

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

358101-S parka
358102-M parka
358103-L parka
358104-XL parka
358105-XXL parka
358106-XXXL parka
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BIBS EXPLORER CAMO HEAT FLT
The Explorer Camo Heat Float suit is made of high quality, breathable and waterproof material, known 
as NORTEX BREATHABLE featuring HOLLOFIL insulation to protect from the cold and wind. Built in 
flotation assist by Norfin FLT provides excellent floating capabilities in a lightweight manner. Quick-drain 
technology on parka hems & bib cuffs allows water to rapidly escape the garment. Bibs features built-in 
battery-operated Heat System. Suit is designed to withstand the harshest elements nature can throw at 
you. The Explorer 2 will keep you warm at temperatures as low as -35°F. Designed for ice fishing, but it’s 
perfectly suitable for other winter activities like hunting & snowmobiling.

Bib Features:
‣ Built in heaters on back and hip areas (minimal power bank requirements of 2.1 aH )
‣ Length-adjustable suspenders
‣ Two side pockets with zippers, Chest pocket
‣ Two spacious extra pockets
‣ Removable inserts on the knee and seat areas
‣ Reinforced knee and seat area
‣ Snow protecting gaiters
‣ Long side zippers with flaps
‣ 2-way close–end YKK with protective flap
‣ Fast Drain hem
‣ Glued seams

 

8000
BREATHABLE HEAT10 000

WATERPROOF-35OFFISHING SNOWMOBILE

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

359101-S bibs
359102-M bibs
359103-L bibs
359104-XL bibs
359105-XXL bibs
359106-XXXL bibs

Explorer 2 Camo FLT
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PARKA EXTREME 5
Functional 3-in 1 winter suit made of quality, lightweight, breathable and waterproof material, known as 
NORTEX BREATHABLE.
Jacket features 120 + 120 gram HOLLOFIL insulation when used in combination with Extreme 5 Liner 
(Liners sold separately) will keep you warm and comfortable in temperatures as low as -50°F.
NEW – Optional Extreme 5 HEAT Liner now available from Norfin USA featuring built-in battery-operated 
Heat System and 120 g insulation – can be used on its own or under the hard-shell jacket as additional 
insulation for maximum warmth in those extreme cold days. 
Designed for ice fishing, but it’s perfectly suitable for fishing from boat & snowmobiling.

Jacket Features:
‣ Spacious interior and exterior pockets - zippered and Velcro
‣ Neoprene inner cuffs and adjustable outer cuffs
‣ Hood with visor
‣ High collar with fleece lining
‣ Waist drawstring
‣ YKK two-way open end zipper with protective flap.
‣ Reinforced shoulder and elbow areas
‣ Reflective elements for added safety
‣ Glued seams

Extreme 5

 

8000
BREATHABLE

12 000
WATERPROOF-50OFFISHING

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

338701-S parka
338702-M parka
338703-L parka
338704-XL parka
338705-XXL parka
338706-XXXL parka

SNOWMOBILE
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

338801-S bibs
338802-M bibs
338803-L bibs
338804-XL bibs
338805-XXL bibs
338806-XXXL bibs

BIBS EXTREME 5
Functional 3-in1 winter suit made of quality, lightweight, breathable and waterproof material, known as 
NORTEX BREATHABLE. 
Bibs features 200 gram HOLLOFIL insulation and will keep you warm and comfortable in temperatures 
as low as -50°F (in combination with Extreme 5 parka and liner, sold separately).
NEW – Optional "Extreme 5 HEAT Liner" now available from NORFIN featuring built-in battery-operated 
Heat System and 120 g insulation – can be used on its own or under the hard-shell jacket as additional 
insulation for maximum warmth in those extreme cold days. 
Designed for ice fishing, but it’s perfectly suitable for fishing from boat & snowmobiling.

Bib Features:
‣ Adjustable suspenders
‣ Spacious exterior pockets
‣ Chest pocket with zipper
‣ Removable inserts on the knee and seat areas
‣ Reinforced knee and seat area for added protection
‣ Built in gaiters for snow and ice protection
‣ Long side zippers with protective flaps on legs
‣ YKK two-way open end zipper with protective flap
‣ Glued seems

Extreme 5

8000
BREATHABLE

12 000
WATERPROOF-50OFFISHING SNOWMOBILE
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LINER EXTREME 5
Functional, insulated jacket features 120 gram HOLLOFIL insulation and as well as a modern design. 
Liner can be used on its own or under the hardshell jacket as additional insulation for maximum warmth 
in those extreme cold days.

Liner Jacket Features:
‣ HOLLOFIL insulation
‣ Two side pockets with zippers
‣ Inner pocket with zipper

Extreme 5

 

8000
BREATHABLE

12 000
WATERPROOF-50OFFISHING

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

338901-S parka
338902-M parka
338903-L parka
338904-XL parka
338905-XXL parka
338906-XXXL parka
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LINER EXTREME 5 HEAT
Extreme 5 HEAT Liner now available from Norfin USA featuring built-in battery-operated Heat System 
and 120g insulation - can be used on its own or under the hard-shell jacket as additional insulation for 
maximum warmth in those extreme cold days. 

Liner Jacket Features:
‣ Built in heaters on front & back (power bank requirements of 2.1 aH or more)
‣ HOLLOFIL insulation
‣ Two side pockets with zippers
‣ Inner pocket with zipper

Extreme 5

 

8000
BREATHABLE

12 000
WATERPROOF-50OFFISHING

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

338402-M parka
338403-L parka
338404-XL parka
338405-XXL parka
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

542800-XS parka
542801-S parka
542802-M parka
542803-L parka
542804-XL parka

PARKA WOMEN NORDIC FLT
The Woman Nordic jacket is specifically designed for women anglers and outdoor enthusiasts. The 
elastic but durable outer material NORTEX BREATHABLE is designed to provide maximum flexibility and 
comfort for all outdoor related activities. Built in flotation assistance from Norfin FLT technology provides 
excellent flotation capability in a lightweight form. Enhanced HOLLOFIL insulation will keep you warm in 
temps as low as -15°F

Jacket Features:
‣ Spacious interior and exterior pockets
‣ Elastic nylon cuffs
‣ Adjustable outer cuffs
‣ Warm cell phone pocket
‣ Adjustable, removable hood
‣ Reinforced shoulder and elbow areas
‣ High collar with fleece lining.
‣ Waist drawstring
‣ YKK Two-way open-end zipper with protective flap
‣ Fast Drain hem & sleeves
‣ Reflective security patches
‣ Glued seams

Nordic FLT

4000
BREATHABLE

8000
WATERPROOF-15OFFISHING
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

552800-XS bibs
552801-S bibs
552802-M bibs
552803-L bibs
552804-XL bibs

BIBS WOMEN NORDIC FLT
The Woman Nordic bibs are specifically designed for women anglers and outdoor enthusiasts. The 
elastic but durable outer material NORTEX BREATHABLE is designed to provide maximum flexibility and 
comfort for all outdoor related activities. Built in flotation assistance from Norfin FLT technology provides 
excellent flotation capability in a lightweight form. Enhanced HOLLOFIL insulation will keep you warm in 
temps as low as -15°F

Bib Features:
‣ Adjustable suspenders.
‣ Spacious exterior pockets
‣ Chest pocket
‣ Zipper fastener with protective flaps on legs
‣ Snow gaiters
‣ YKK two-way open-end zipper with protective flap.
‣ Reflective elements for added safety
‣ Glued seams

Nordic FLT

4000
BREATHABLE

8000
WATERPROOF-15OFFISHING
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Onyx

FLEECE JACKET ONYX
The Norfin Onyx fleece jacket is soft, warm and lightweight. Onyx is designed for active outdoor use 
either as a jacket or to provide warmth under an ice fishing suit. A must-have for any hard-core angler!

Features:
‣ Full-length zipper in the front
‣ Adjustable hem
‣ Zippered side Pockets
‣ Zippered Chest Pocket

 
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

450001-S jacket
450002-M jacket
450003-L jacket
450004-XL jacket
450005-XXL jacket
450006-XXXL jacket

MATERIAL

NORFLEECE THERMO (100%	POLYESTER)	
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FLEECE JACKET GLACIER CAMO
Soft and durable NOR-fleece Thermo jacket with fibers to pull moisture through the fabric to the outer 
layer & maintain warmth, dryness and protection in variable temperatures and conditions. Designed to 
use either as a jacket itself or to provide extra warmth under an ice fishing suit in those extreme cold 
days. Side hand pockets are more insulated. Perfect for a cold evening or morning at the lake or river.

Jacket Features:
‣ Full length zipper
‣ High collar
‣ Two side pockets
‣ Two chest pockets
‣ Adjustable waist

Glacier Camo

 
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

477202-M jacket
477203-L jacket
477204-XL jacket
477205-XXL jacket
477206-XXXL jacket

MATERIAL

NORFLEECE THERMO (100%	POLYESTER)	
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Polar Line 2

FLEECE SUIT POLAR LINE 2
Soft and durable NOR-fleece Thermo material with fibers to pull moisture through the fabric to the outer 
layer & maintain warmth, dryness and protection in variable temperatures and conditions. Full zip front 
jacket with high collar, side hand warmer pockets and bungee drawstring waist to keep out the chilly 
winds. Trousers with zip pockets, flexible waist and leg bottoms.  

Jacket Features:
‣ High collar
‣ Mesh lining
‣ Adjustable waist
‣ Four pockets

Bib Features:
‣ Elastic waist
‣ Two pockets
‣ Strengthened material on knee area

 

MATERIAL

NORFLEECE THERMO+ (100%	POLYESTER)	

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

337101-S jacket and trousers
337102-M jacket and trousers
337103-L jacket and trousers
337104-XL jacket and trousers
337105-XXL jacket and trousers
337106-XXXL jacket and trousers

‣   retains warmth of the body
‣   protects against wind and cold
‣  «breathable» material
‣  pleasant to the touch



TEMPERATURE ACTIVITY

COOL HIGH

COLD MEDIUM

VERY COLD LOW

EXTREME COLD
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THERMAL UNDERWEAR NORD ACTIVE
This functional thermal underwear is made of high – quality micro fleece and can be used as a base 
or second layer. The soft, pleasant fabric leads moisture away from your body and keeps you warm, 
ensuring comfort and high performance. We recommend to wear it as a base layer during low physical 
activity and to wear it as a second layer over thin thermal underwear when the activity level and 
sweating is high. The specially designed material is very breathable, and ensures enhanced protection 
from cold temperatures, and flawlessly regulates the core temperature of your body.
 
THERMAL UNDERWEAR
‣ Soft and pleasant in wear
‣ Secure zipper
‣ Elastic waist

 

MATERIAL

NORFLEECE MICRO (100%	POLYESTER)	

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

3027001-S jacket and trousers
3027002-M jacket and trousers
3027003-L jacket and trousers
3027004-XL jacket and trousers
3027005-XXL jacket and trousers
3027006-XXXL jacket and trousers

Nord
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Nord Classic

THERMAL UNDERWEAR NORD CLASSIC
This functional thermal underwear is made of high – quality thermo fleece designed to be used as 
a second layer. The soft, pleasant fabric leads moisture away from your body and keeps you warm, 
ensuring comfort and high performance. The specially designed material is very breathable, and ensures 
enhanced protection from cold temperatures, and flawlessly regulates the core temperature of your 
body. 
 
THERMAL UNDERWEAR
‣ Soft and pleasant in wear
‣ Secure zipper
‣ Elastic waist
‣ Elastic cuffs
‣ Chest pocket with zipper

 
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

3023001-S jacket and trousers
3023002-M jacket and trousers
3023003-L jacket and trousers
3023004-XL jacket and trousers
3023005-XXL jacket and trousers
3023006-XXXL jacket and trousers

MATERIAL

100%	POLYESTER
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Thermo Line 2

THERMAL UNDERWEAR THERMO LINE 2
Breathable, base layer thermal underwear, provides superior comfort, fit and freedom of movement 
and is suitable for high physical activity and everyday wear. Ideal first layer – next to skin – thermal 
underwear, which excellently transfers moisture from the skin and keeps you dry and comfortable. It 
is a part of the NORFIN LAYER SYSTEMS first layer group – base layer, and can be combined with other 
thermal underwear or protective wear.
 
‣ Elastic waistband
‣ Elastic cuffs

 
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

3008301-S jacket and trousers
3008302-M jacket and trousers
3008303-L jacket and trousers
3008304-XL jacket and trousers
3008305-XXL jacket and trousers
3008306-XXXL jacket and trousers

MATERIAL

100%	POLYESTER
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THERMAL UNDERWEAR WOMEN 
PERFORMANCE
This functional thermal underwear is made of high – quality micro fleece and can be used as a base 
or second layer. The soft, pleasant fabric leads moisture away from your body and keeps you warm, 
ensuring comfort and high performance. We recommend to wear it as a base layer during low physical 
activity and to wear it as a second layer over thin thermal underwear when the activity level and 
sweating is high. The specially designed material is very breathable, and ensures enhanced protection 
from cold temperatures, and flawlessly regulates the core temperature of your body.
 
THERMAL UNDERWEAR
‣ Soft and pleasant in wear
‣ Slim fit sits close to the body
‣ Secure zipper
‣ Elastic waist

 

MATERIAL

NORFLEECE MICRO (100%	POLYESTER)	

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

304500-XS jacket and trousers
304501-S jacket and trousers
304502-M jacket and trousers
304503-L jacket and trousers
304504-XL jacket and trousers

Performance



HAT QUESTHAT KOBOLD WARM GY

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

302748-L Hat COBOLD REFLECTIVE
302748-XL Hat COBOLD REFLECTIVE

HAT COBOLD REFLECTIVE

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

302758-L Norfin hat LOCKER
302758-XL Norfin hat LOCKER

HAT LOCKER

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

302742-L Norfin hat KOBOLD WARM GY
302742-XL Norfin hat KOBOLD WARM GY

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

302745-L Norfin hat QUEST
302745-XL Norfin hat QUEST
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

703024-L Gloves GALE WINDSTOP
703024-XL Gloves GALE WINDSTOP

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

703076-L Gloves COMFORT ZIP
703076-XL Gloves COMFORT ZIP

GLOWES GALE WINDSTOP GLOWES COMFORT ZIP

ITEM NO.

AM-269

SUIT CARRY BAG
Norfin ice suits carry bag for easy storage & transportation. One size fits all!

WINTER HAT CRYSTAL

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

302743-L Norfin hat CRYSTAL
302743-XL Norfin hat CRYSTAL

NORFIN / WINTER 2023 33
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-40OF

Klondaik 2

ANTI SLIP

WINTER BOOTS KLONDAIK 2
Warm and very comfortable winter boots made of lightweight EVA material featuring removable insole & 
solid outsole with built in retractable cleats. Thanks to the thick and warm insole and EVA (foam rubber) 
material, these boots can be comfortably used at temperatures as low as -40 F.

‣  High quality boots comprised of extremely light, durable EVA material
‣  Durable solid rubber outsole features retractable ice cleats for added safety and protection
‣  Inner Thinsulate™ layer provides thermal insulation and moisture wicking capabilities
‣  Heat reflective foil deflects cold and keeps body heat
‣  External polyester layer provides premium insulation and wicks moisture from the insole
‣ Rated for temperatures down to –40°F

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION US SIZE

16990-40 Winter boots KLONDAIK 2 7
16990-41 Winter boots KLONDAIK 2 8
16990-42 Winter boots KLONDAIK 2 9
16990-43 Winter boots KLONDAIK 2 10
16990-44 Winter boots KLONDAIK 2 11
16990-45 Winter boots KLONDAIK 2 12
16990-46 Winter boots KLONDAIK 2 13
16990-47 Winter boots KLONDAIK 2 14  
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-40OF

Forest

WINTER BOOTS HUNTING FOREST
Warm and very comfortable winter hunting boots made of EVA material with removable insole. Thanks 
to the thick and warm insole and EVA (foam rubber) material, boots can be comfortably used at 
temperatures as low as -40 F

‣  High quality boots comprised of extremely light, durable EVA material
‣  Inner Thinsulate™ layer provides thermal insulation and moisture wicking capabilities
‣  Heat reflective foil deflects cold and keeps body heat
‣  External polyester layer provides premium insulation and wicks moisture from the insole
‣ Rated for temperatures down to –40°F

EXTRA
LIGHT

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION US SIZE

15990-42 Winter boots HUNTING FOREST 9
15990-43 Winter boots HUNTING FOREST 10
15990-44 Winter boots HUNTING FOREST 11
15990-45 Winter boots HUNTING FOREST 12
15990-46 Winter boots HUNTING FOREST 13  



Element

WINTER BOOTS ELEMENT EVA
Water resistant winter boots made of extremely lightweight EVA material. Feature removable Norfin 
Polyester liners that provide thermal insulation and moisture wicking technology.

Rated for temperatures down to –5°F.

These boots provide all season protection and can be worn during the summer months without the inner 
liner.

-5OF

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION US SIZE

14830-41 Boots  ELEMENT EVA 8
14830-42 Boots  ELEMENT EVA 9
14830-43 Boots  ELEMENT EVA 10
14830-44 Boots  ELEMENT EVA 11
14830-45 Boots  ELEMENT EVA 12
14830-46 Boots  ELEMENT EVA 13
14830-47 Boots  ELEMENT EVA 14
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EXTRA
LIGHT

 



Yukon

WINTER BOOTS YUKON
Warmest Norfin boots out there. Made of EVA material, these boots are 
super lightweight & sure to provide warmth on the coldest of cold days. 
The boots include removable liners & two removable insoles that provide 
premier thermal insulation and moisture wicking technology to keep your 
feet warm on the ice.

‣   Removable Norfin Three-layer 12 mm felt liner provides thermal 
insulation and moisture wicking capabilities

‣  Polyester layer ensures thermal insulation and absorbs and wicks away 
moisture

‣  Foil layer repels colder, while helping to maintain body temperature
‣  Features two removable insoles
‣  Rated for temperatures down to –60°F

-60OF

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION US SIZE

14981-40 Boots  YUKON EVA 7
14981-41 Boots  YUKON EVA 8
14981-42 Boots  YUKON EVA 9
14981-43 Boots  YUKON EVA 10
14981-44 Boots  YUKON EVA 11
14981-45 Boots  YUKON EVA 12
14981-46 Boots  YUKON EVA 13
14981-47 Boots  YUKON EVA 14
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-40OF ANTI SLIP

THINSULATE LINER KLONDAIK REPLACEMENT CLEATS

EXTRA
LIGHT

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION

14222 SET OF 2 PSC

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION US SIZE

14000-43 Thinsulate liner  KLONDAIK 10
14000-44 Thinsulate liner  KLONDAIK 11
14000-45 Thinsulate liner  KLONDAIK 12
14000-46 Thinsulate liner  KLONDAIK 13
14000-47 Thinsulate liner  KLONDAIK 14  

Klondaik 2 Klondaik 2



ITEM NO. MATERIAL

303742-02M 80% Acrylic, 15% Polyester, 5% Elastan
303742-03L 80% Acrylic, 15% Polyester, 5% Elastan
303742-04XL 80% Acrylic, 15% Polyester, 5% Elastan

ITEM NO. MATERIAL

303805-02M 70% Merino wool, 25% Nylon, 5% Elastane
303805-03L 70% Merino wool, 25% Nylon, 5% Elastane
303805-04XL 70% Merino wool, 25% Nylon, 5% Elastane

ITEM NO. MATERIAL

303901-02M 25% Merino wool, 55% Acrylic, 5% Polyamide, 15% Elastane
303901-03L 25% Merino wool, 55% Acrylic, 5% Polyamide, 15% Elastane
303901-04XL 25% Merino wool, 55% Acrylic, 5% Polyamide, 15% Elastane

SOCKS NORFIN BALANCE MIDDLE T2M

SOCKS NORFIN MERINO HEAVY T4M

SOCKS NORFIN WOOL LIGHT T3A
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LUCKY JOHN USA LLC
USA@LUCKYJOHN.INFO

WWW.LUCKYJOHNUSA.COM / WWW.NORFINUSA.COM


